Interagency Aviation Training Subcommittee (IATS)
Request for Change

**Requestor: (check applicable boxes)**

- [ ] BIA
- [ ] BLM
- [ ] BOEM
- [ ] FWS
- [ ] BOR
- [ ] BSEE
- [ ] NPS
- [ ] NSF
- [ ] OAS
- [ ] States
- [ ] USGS
- [ ] USFS
- [ ] NWCG Committee
- [ ] Other

**Contact Information:**

Name: Amy Kazmier for Course Managers and Instructors  
Agency: DOI  
Home Unit: OAS  
Contact #: 208.473.8735  
Email: amy_kazmier@ios.doi.gov  
Date Submitted: 03/30/18

**Describe the Proposed Change** *(Provide a concise description):*

A-225 Course Length to 2 Hours from the current 1.5 Hrs. Removal of Student Guide, as the objectives covered can be done via course presentation of objectives and updates to IAT website for instructors via live review online.

**Description of the Issue/Reason for Change** *(Concise overview and background):*

The OAS Trainers and IAT Website Specialist have taught A-225 via classroom presentations, ACE Events and Webinars. In order to cover the 9 objectives and questions of the students, the two hours is needed. Feedback from students, shows positive in the review of the IAT website relevant to instructors both new and seasoned.

**Systems Affected by Change** *(i.e., IAT Website, IAT Guide, Policy):*

OPM-04, IAT Guide and IAT Website

**IATS Tracking #:** 18-04

**For IATS Use Only**

Approval:  
- [ ] Approved  
- [ ] Not Approved  
- [ ] Pending  
Date: 4/25/18  
Name: Kirk Rothwell IATS Chair

**Rationale:**

Follow up needed: Update course length in OPM-4, IAT website and guide.

*Attach any supporting documentation that may help to further explain the requested change.*

Send completed form to your bureau IATS member and the IATS Chair. IATS Roster link.